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Expressive Intersections in Brahms University of Chicago Press
Originally published in 1966, the Reeseschrift remains one of the
most significant collections of musicological writings ever
assembled. Its fifty-six essays, written by some of the greatest
scholars of our time, range chronologically from antiquity to the
17thcentury and geographically from Byzantium to the British
Isles. They deal with questions of history, style, form, texture,
notation, and performance practice.
Multileveled Motivic Repetition in Selected Intermezzi for Piano of
Johann1s Brahm Simon & Schuster Books For Young Readers
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) was prominent not only as a
composer but as a pianist, conductor, editor, scholar, collector,
and friend of many notables. He was also, in private, an articulate
critic, connoisseur of other arts, and traveler. In this enlightening
book, the eminent Brahms scholar Michael Musgrave presents a
comprehensive and original account of the composer's private
and professional lives. Drawing on an array of documentary
materials, Musgrave weaves together diverse strands to
illuminate Brahms's character and personality; his outlook as a
composer; his attitudes toward other composers; his activities as
pianist and conductor; his scholarly and cultural interests; his
friendships with Robert and Clara Schumann and others; his social
life and travel; and critical attitudes toward his music from his
own time to the present. The book quotes extensively from
Brahms's own words and those of his circle. Musgrave mines the
composer's letters, reminiscences of his contemporaries, early
biographies, reviews, and commentary by friends, critics, and
scholars to create an unparalleled source of information about
Brahms. The author sets the materials in context, identifies
sources in detail, includes a glossary of information on principal
individuals, and notes recent research on the composer. This
engaging biographical work, with a gallery of illustrations, will
appeal to general music lovers as well as to scholars with a
special interest in Brahms.
Analyses of Nineteenth- and Twentieth-century Music,

1940-2000 Indiana University Press
A frequent approach to musical analysis is to consider one term or
concept at a time, illustrating it with fragments of several
compositions. But the format of this original and lucidly written
book features entire tonal compositions, one per chapter,
analyzed on several levels simultaneously. The author builds up
from very simple musical forms, skillfully leading the reader
through a measure-by-measure, indeed often beat-by-beat or
note-by-note, analysis. The literature chosen for study is that of
the standard common-practice period, ranging from Corelli to
Debussy, and hence illustrates both the flexibility and the
historical development of the tonal system. At the same time,
Kresky suggests a structural view of the tonal system, and the
pieces come to be viewed as instances of tonal language. Hence,
each chapter addresses the two questions, 'What makes this item
a piece?' and, more specifically, 'What makes it a tonal piece?' A
concluding essay projects the development of music into the
twentieth century, with implications for the analysis of nontonal
music. The music discussed in five of the twelve chapters is
supplied; the rest of the compositions are standard works. The
analyses center on the pitch information of the pieces, with the
various non-pitch compositional elements (primarily rhythm;
secondarily dynamics, texture, timbre, and register) playing
reinforcing roles. Pitch is studied vertically, for a detailed as well
as an overall harmonic view, and horizontally, for a local as well
as a long-range view. Ultimately, the author joins both
approaches in an embracing two-dimensional summary of
compositional unity. As a series of connecting essays, this book is
intended both for classroom use and for professional reading. In
the classroom, the work can serve as a principal text in an
undergraduate or graduate analysis course or seminar, or as an
adjunct text in a variety of places in the theory and counterpoint
curriculum. As professional reading, the book brings the reader
through various pieces of music according to the observations of
one listener who is sensitive and concerned, as both composer
and teacher, about musical coherence.
Eight Pieces, Op. 76 Springer Nature
In this collection of academic essays, award-winning pianist and
music professor Yaokun Yang shares her carefully compiled

analyses of classical music and aesthetics during several different
periods, focusing particularly on the aspect of piano performance
practice. Yang, who devoted six years to her research, offers
extensive commentary, historical background, and comparisons
of varied composers and their music. The pieces she studies
include Beethoven’s piano sonatas, an advanced piano teaching
series, the development of opera in different areas, Bach’s
Brandenburg concertos, Haydn’s piano sonatas, the Bach-Busoni
Chaconne, Brahms’s Intermezzo, Olivier Messiaen’s Vingt regards
sur l’enfant-Jésus, Prokofiev’s piano sonatas, Webern’s Six Pieces
for Large Orchestra, and Schumann’s Piano Concerto. With this
collection of analyses, Yang hopes to provide information and
commentary to help contemporary pianists recognize the beauty
and the challenges of performing different musical styles in
appropriate ways.
Brahms and the Shaping of Time Pendragon Press
Sixteen Waltzes, Op. 39 is a set of 16 short waltzes for piano
written by Johannes Brahms. They were composed in 1865, and
published two years later. This collection is for unsimplified solo
piano.
Analysis of 18th- and 19th-century Musical Works in the
Classical Tradition Indiana University Press
First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Tonal Music Peter Lang
4936.
Expressive Forms in Brahms's Instrumental Music Indiana
University Press
Offering comprehensive coverage of classical music, this guide
surveys more than eleven thousand albums and presents
biographies of five hundred composers and eight hundred
performers, as well as twenty-three essays on forms, eras, and
genres of classical music. Original.
Intermezzi, Rhapsody, Opus 119 Yale University Press
This is a reference source to the analytical literature on music
from the Middle Ages to the 20th century, designed for music
scholars, students, and concert-goers interested in a technical
explanation of a favourite composition.
Advanced Schenkerian Analysis Indiana University Press
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Guide to the Pianist’s Repertoire continues to be the go-to source
for piano performers, teachers, and students. Newly updated and
expanded with over 250 new composers, this incomparable
resource expertly guides readers to solo piano literature. What
did a given composer write? What interesting work have I never
heard of? How difficult is it? What are its special musical features?
How can I reach the publisher? It’s all here. Featuring information
for more than 2,000 composers, the fourth edition includes
enhanced indexes. The new "Hinson" will be an indispensable
guide for many years to come.
Heinrich Schenker Boydell & Brewer
“This exceptionally fine collection brings together many of the
best analysts of Brahms, and nineteenth-century music generally,
in the English-speaking world today.” —Nineteenth-Century Music
Review Contributors to this exciting volume examine the
intersection of structure and meaning in Brahms’s music, utilizing
a wide range of approaches, from the theories of Schenker to the
most recent analytical techniques. They combine various
viewpoints with the semiotic-based approaches of Robert Hatten,
and address many of the most important genres in which Brahms
composed. The essays reveal the expressive power of a work
through the comparison of specific passages in one piece to
similar works and through other artistic realms such as literature
and painting. The result of this intertextual re-framing is a new
awareness of the meaningfulness of even Brahms’s most
“absolute” works. “Through its unique combination of historical
narrative, expressive content, and technical analytical
approaches, the essays in Expressive Intersections in Brahms will
have a profound impact on the current scholarly discourse
surrounding Brahms analysis.” —Notes
The Art of the Piano Indiana University Press
To the growing list of Pendragon Press publications devoted to the
work of Heinrich Schenker, we wish to announce the addition of
this much-needed bibliography. The author, a student of Allen
Forte, has created a work useful to a wide range of researchers
music theorists, musicologists, music librarians and teachers. The
Guide is the largest Schenkerian reference work ever published.
At nearly 600 pages, it contains 3600 entries (2200 principal,
1400 secondary) representing the work of 1475 authors. Fifteen
broad groupings encompass seventy topical headings, many of
which are divided and subdivided again, resulting in a total of 271

headings under which entries are collected.
Tonality and Transformation U of Nebraska Press
This publication includes piano works by Johannes Brahms from
Opus 76. Titles: * No. 1, Capriccio * No. 2, Capriccio * No. 3,
Intermezzo * No. 4, Intermezzo * No. 5, Capriccio * No. 6,
Intermezzo * No. 7, Intermezzo * No. 8, Capriccio Kalmus Editions
are primarily reprints of Urtext Editions, reasonably priced and
readily available. They are a must for students, teachers, and
performers.
Intertextuality in Western Art Music Indiana University Press
"The Hinson" has been indispensable for performers, teachers,
and students. Now updated and expanded, it's better than ever,
with 120 more composers, expertly guiding pianists to solo
literature and answering the vital questions: What's available?
How difficult is it? What are its special features? How does one
reach the publisher? The "new Hinson" includes solo compositions
of nearly 2,000 composers, with biographical sketches of major
composers. Every entry offers description, publisher, number of
pages, performance time, style and characteristics, and level of
difficulty. Extensively revised, this new edition is destined to
become a trusted guide for years to come.
Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, third edition MLA Index and
Bibliography Series
Michael Musgrave presents a contemporary view of Brahms 150
years after his birth, seeing him not simply as the "conservative"
figure so often stressed in the past, but as one who creatively
reinterpreted a wider range of historical elements than any
composer of his time. Brahms absorbed his studies directly into
his music making and composition and in so doing helped to
evolve not merely a personal language which was regarded as
progressive and sometimes difficult by a range of contemporaries
and successors, but also helped to establish an ethos of historical
reference which anticipates the twentieth century. The Music of
Brahms concentrates on the music, with Brahms's life discussed
briefly in the introduction. The works are considered in four
phases according to genre, with an emphasis on connection and
on the development and elaboration of a unified language. The
list of works includes recent discoveries and a calendar outlines
the pattern of his musical life, including relevant information
concerning performances.
Brahms Studies Pendragon Press

Introduces the fundamental principles of Schenkerian analysis
within the context of the music itself.
Analyses of Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Music, 1940-2000
AbbottPress
The eight essays in Brahms Studies 2 provide a rich sampling of
contemporary Brahms research. In his examination of editions of
Brahms?s music, George Bozarth questions the popular notion
that most of the composer?s music already exists in reliable
critical editions. Daniel Beller-McKenna reconsiders the younger
Brahms?s involvement in musical politics at midcentury. The
cantata Rinaldo is the centerpiece of Carol Hess?s consideration
of Brahms?s music as autobiographical statement. Heather
Platt?s exploration of the twentieth-century reception of Brahms?s
Lieder reveals that advocates of Hugo Wolf?s aesthetics have
shaped the discourse concerning the composer?s songs and calls
for an approach more clearly based on Brahms?s aesthetics. In his
examination of the rise of the ?great symphony? as a critical
category that carried with it a nearly impossible standard to meet,
Walter Frisch provides a rich context in which to understand
Brahms?s well-known early struggle with the genre. Kenneth Hull
suggests that Brahms used ironic allusions to Bach and
Beethoven in the tragic Fourth Symphony in order to subvert the
enduring assumption that a minor-key symphony will end
triumphantly in the major mode. Peter H. Smith examines
Brahms?s late style by concentrating on Neapolitan tonal
relations in the Clarinet Sonata in F Minor. Finally, David Brodbeck
delineates the complex evolution of Brahms?s reception of
Mendels-sohn?s music.
Waltzes, Opus 39 Tonality and Transformation
Tonality and Transformation is a groundbreaking study in the
analysis of tonal music. Focusing on the listener's experience,
author Steven Rings employs transformational music theory to
illuminate diverse aspects of tonal hearing - from the infusion of
sounding pitches with familiar tonal qualities to sensations of
directedness and attraction. In the process, Rings introduces a
host of new analytical techniques for the study of the tonal
repertory, demonstrating their application in vivid interpretive set
pieces on music from Bach to Mahler. The analyses place the
book's novel techniques in dialogue with existing tonal
methodologies, such as Schenkerian theory, avoiding partisan
debate in favor of a methodologically careful, pluralistic approach.
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Rings also engages neo-Riemannian theory-a popular branch of
transformational thought focused on chromatic harmony-
reanimating its basic operations with tonal dynamism and
bringing them into closer rapprochement with traditional tonal
concepts. Written in a direct and engaging style, with lively prose
and plain-English descriptions of all technical ideas, Tonality and
Transformation balances theoretical substance with accessibility:
it will appeal to both specialists and non-specialists. It is a
particularly attractive volume for those new to transformational
theory: in addition to its original theoretical content, the book
offers an excellent introduction to transformational thought,
including a chapter that outlines the theory's conceptual
foundations and formal apparatus, as well as a glossary of
common technical terms. A contribution to our understanding of
tonal phenomenology and a landmark in the analytical application
of transformational techniques, Tonality and Transformation is an
indispensible work of music theory.
Nineteenth-Century Piano Music Routledge

Included in these eighteen essays by Cone are his never-before-
published essay, "The World of Opera and Its Inhabitants," the
unabridged version of "Music: A View from Delft," an introduction
to this collection by the author himself, and a complete
bibliography of his published writings. "This selection of [Cone's]
writings includes all the most incandescent and influential
articles. We should have had such a book long ago."—Joseph
Kerman, University of California at Berkeley Winner of the ASCAP-
Deems Taylor Award for 1990
Schenker Studies 2 Cambridge University Press
Introduction -- Expression. The two curious moments in Chopin's
E-flat major prelude / Charles Burkhart ; Circular motion in
Chopin's late B-major nocturne (op. 62, no. 1) / William Rothstein ;
Of species counterpoint, gondola songs, and sordid boons /
Poundie Burstein -- Theory. The spirit and technique of Schenker
pedagogy / David Gagné and Allen Cadwallader ; Prolongational
and hierarchical structures in 18th-century theory / Joel Lester ;

Thoughts on Schenker's treatment of diminution and repetition in
part III of Free composition, and its implications for analysis /
Wayne Petty ; Looking at the Urlinie / Hedi Siegel -- Style.
Rhythmic displacement in the music of Bill Evans / Steven Larson
; Levels of voice leading in the music of Louis Couperin / Drora
Pershing ; The analysis of east Asian music / David Loeb ; Baroque
styles and the analysis of baroque music / Channan Willner --
Words and music. Schumann's Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen :
conflicts between local and global perspectives / Lauri Suurpaa ;
Reinterpreting the past : Brahms's link to Bach in the setting of
Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin, from the motet op. 74, no. 1 /
Robert Cuckson ; Hinauf strebt's : song study with Carl Schachter
/ Timothy Jackson ; Intimate immensity in Schubert's The
shepherd on the rock / Frank Samarotto -- Form. Tonal conflicts in
Haydn's development sections : the role of C major in symphonies
nos. 93 and 102 / Mark Anson-Cartwright ; Aspects of structure in
Bach's F-minor fugue, WTC II / William Renwick ; The andante
from Mozart's symphony no. 40, K. 5
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